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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a new deadlock-free fault-tolerant adap-

tive routing algorithm for the 2D mesh NoC interconnections. The

main contribution of this routing algorithm is that it allows both,

routing of messages in the networks incorporating the regions not

necessarily rectangular, and routing to all nodes which are not com-

pletely blocked by faulty nodes. The proposed routing algorithm is

based on a modified turn model and well known XY algorithm. We

detail the basic principle of this routing algorithm, prove its dead-

lock freeness, its feasibility and efficiency through the simulation

results.

Index Terms - Network-on-chip (NoCs), Fault - tolerance, Re-

configurable systems, Adaptive - Routing, Wormhole - Routing

1. INTRODUCTION

The growing chip complexity and the need to integrate more and

more components on the chip (processors, DSP cores or memo-

ries) imposes on the designers to change their traditional design

concepts. Thus, in the new SoC designs the network-centric ap-

proaches called Network-on-chips (NoCs) replace progressively

shared arbitrated bus [1, 2]. The NoCs are characterized by high

level of parallelism, high performances and scalability. Moreover,

the NoCs support modularity and IP reuse via standard interfaces

and present a natural architectural choice for multi-core processor

systems.

Communication in the NoCs between the source and destina-

tion components takes place via data packets. The paths that the

data packets take in the network depend on two basic NoC param-

eters: topology and routing algorithm. Several network topolo-

gies have been proposed in literature. The frequently used topolo-

gies are mesh, torus, hypercube and butterfly [2, 3, 4]. Depending

on the degree of adaptiveness, we distinguish three categories of

the routing algorithms: non-adaptive, partially-adaptive and fully-

adaptive routing algorithms. The non adaptive routing algorithms

or often called deterministic routing algorithms route the data packet

via only one path between the source and destination components.

This form of routing has been popular due to its simple deadlock

avoidance algorithm, resulting in a simple router implementation.

In the partially-adaptive routing algorithms, between the source

and destination components, a set of available paths can be used

for the packet routing but not for all packets. It happens that some

data packets can use only one path from the source to destination

as in the non-adaptive routing algorithms. The partially routing al-

gorithms produce a routing with limited adaptivity and establish a

balance between performances and router complexity. In the fully

adaptive algorithms, the communication between the components

takes place via any available path for all packets. The fully adap-

tive routing algorithms make the potential for the better use of all

available network resources to the detriment of the router complex-

ity.

Efficient routing of messages within networks is essential in

order to achieve good performances for applications running on

them. However, faulty nodes and especially regions (area in the

networks having a size larger than a tile) make the communica-

tion in the networks more difficult, even impossible for existing

routing algorithms. This is the main reason why a new class of

fault-tolerant algorithms has been introduced. The most of fault-

tolerant routing algorithms could be used with modifications in the

networks incorporating regions. Moreover, with the advent of the

reconfigurable technology (i.e. FPGA-based reconfigurable sys-

tems), the regions can be placed not only statically at a compile

time, but also dynamically at a run-time [5, 6]. To handle the rou-

ting of messages in these mixed networks what is needed is an

adaptive routing algorithm allowing getting around faulty nodes or

regions (placed statically or dynamically).

In this paper, we describe a new routing algorithm for 2D mesh

NoCs topologies which allows at the same time routing of packets

in presence of faulty nodes and regions not necessarily rectangular.

The regions can be created statically at a compile time or placed

dynamically at a run-time. This is the reason why this routing al-

gorithm can be used also for the dynamically reconfigurable NoCs.

The proposed routing algorithm is deadlock free and based on a

well known XY and turn model routing schemes. In the case of

faulty nodes or regions, the routing algorithm helps the data pack-

ets to get around it.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview

on existing routing algorithms. Section 3 details the proposed rou-

ting algorithm and proves its deadlock freeness. In Section 4 the

proposed routing algorithm is evaluated through simulations. Fu-

ture work and some conclusions are both given in Section 5.



2. RELATED WORK

An example of the non-adaptive routing algorithms is the XY al-

gorithm. In this algorithm, the data packet is routed firstly along

the X-dimension and then along the Y-dimension until the packet

reaches its final destination. The path between the source and desti-

nation used by this algorithm is one of the shortest ones but always

the same. The XY algorithm cannot handle with faulty nodes and

regions. If a faulty node (region) is placed on the path between the

source and destination, the packet will remain blocked in one of

the switches.

Examples of the partially-adaptive routing algorithms are the

turn model type [7, 8]. In the algorithms based on the turn model,

in order to avoid deadlock situations, some turns are prohibited.

This is the main reason why partially-adaptive algorithms cannot

route packets along every shortest path. Fully adaptive routing al-

gorithms allow routing of the data packets along any of the shortest

paths. Unfortunately, these algorithms achieve their adaptiveness

and deadlock freeness at the expense of adding physical or virtual

channels. The fully adaptive routing algorithms provide routing

adaptability allowing only avoidance of congested links [9, 10].

Neither partially nor fully adaptive routing algorithms can handle

with faulty nodes or regions without being modified.

In literature, several fault-tolerant routing algorithms have been

presented. These routing algorithms can be adapted for the rou-

ting in the networks with regions. A fault-tolerant partially adap-

tive routing algorithm based on the negative-first algorithm is pre-

sented in [11]. This routing algorithm is made for n-dimensionally

meshes and can tolerate up to (n−1) faults. It does not use virtual

channels. The major drawback of this routing algorithm is that it

cannot always route the packets around multiple faulty nodes. An-

other fault-tolerant partially adaptive routing algorithm based on

odd-even turn model is presented in [12]. This algorithm routes

the data packets around the faulty blocks, the rectangular struc-

tures which are composed of the faulty and unsafe nodes. All data

packets are routed around these faulty blocks. The non-faulty un-

safe nodes in faulty blocks are not reachable. The similar routing

approaches using virtual channels can be found in [13], where the

faulty nodes are combined in f-chains and f-rings around which the

data packets are routed. A similar fault-tolerant approach that uses

f-chains and f-rings for packet routing around faulty regions is pre-

sented in [14]. Other examples of routing algorithms using virtual

channels can be found in [15, 16]. The major drawback of the ap-

proaches using virtual channels is the additional logic for switching

between virtual channels. The switches using virtual channels are

more susceptible to faults. More logic blocks cause a bigger proba-

bility of fault making in circuits. Another drawback is that the fault

of a physical link leads to a disuse of all non-faulty virtual channels

that belong to that physical channel.

A fault-tolerant fully adaptive routing algorithm, called the

force-directed wormhole routing - FDWR, uses routing tables for

data packets routing from the source to destination [17]. Each

node has the routing table which contains all routing information

towards all other nodes in the network. The routing tables are built

up in the initialization phase. When it receives a header flit, a node

transfers it to its neighbors, which send back a confirmation if in

the routing table exists an available path to destination indicated in

the header flit. Thus, the node decides which path the packet will

take. In order to distribute the packets uniformly, all nodes have a

penalty table where one can find measure values for each outgoing

port. That way, the overloaded links are avoided. The main draw-

back of this approach is that the packets sometimes do not arrive

at a good order and need reordering at the destination node. More-

over, the deadlock-free property for this routing algorithm is not

proven.

Another class of routing algorithms treating the traffic distri-

bution over the network as a main criterion can be found in liter-

ature. All these algorithms use stress values to indicate the status

of adjacent nodes. A contention-aware routing scheme uses a local

routing decision, at each node’s level [18]. This routing scheme is

based on the stress values which indicate the traffic loads of the ad-

jacent nodes. These values are propagated between all neighboring

nodes. Thus, the data packets are steered to less congested nodes.

The similar but improved routing approach called look-ahead con-

tention is presented in [19]. In this approach, to reach the desti-

nation node, a packet chooses between a profitable route and mis-

route. The profitable routes give the shortest path to the destination

node, whereas the misroutes avoid the contention situations. The

only information which is provided by the used dedicated wires

is the direct neighboring occupancy, which means that each node

looks one node ahead for investigating the status of its neighboring

nodes. These routing algorithms distribute uniformly the network

traffic but they cannot handle the faulty nodes or regions.

3. ROUTING ALGORITHM

We propose a partially adaptive deadlock-free routing algorithm

without using the virtual channels. The main originality of this

routing algorithm is that it allows both, routing of messages in the

networks incorporating the regions not necessarily rectangular, and

routing to all nodes which are not completely blocked by faulty

nodes. Our routing scheme is based on the turn model and the XY

routing algorithm and allows handling of faulty nodes and regions

placed statically or dynamically on the chip. We name this routing

approach the Module Proximity Algorithm - MPA where module

refers to either faulty nodes or regions. This routing algorithm is

designed for 2D mesh topology and uses wormhole routing as a

switching technique.

3.1. The MPA turn models

In a n×n 2D mesh, a node K is identified by a two-element vector

(kx, ky), 0 ≤ kx, ky ≤ n − 1, where kx and ky are respectively

the coordinates of dimension X and Y . Each node has five incom-

ing and outcoming ports to which it can send and from which it

can receive the packets. Four pairs of ports towards other adjacent

nodes are named respectively West, North, East and South and the

fifth one presents the local connection port.

Definition 1. In a 2D mesh, a node is called an even (respectively,

odd) node if the sum of its coordinates (X and Y dimension) is an

even (respectively, odd) number.

The regular placement of even and odd nodes in the network

is presented in Figure 1. It can be seen that each node of one type

is surrounded by elements of other type, even nodes by odds and

vice-versa.
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Fig. 1. Regular placement of even and odd nodes in a network

We distinguish two types of functions of each node: an acti-

vated and deactivated mode. We define the activated and deacti-

vated area of a network as follows:

Definition 2. The activated area of a network is the minimal rect-

angular area which envelops all faulty nodes or regions in the net-

work.

If a network does not have faulty nodes or regions, there is no

activated area. Otherwise, a network can contain only one activated

area. All nodes belonging to the activated area are activated. The

activated area cannot have at the same time an odd (even) node

at its upper right-hand corner and an even (odd) node at its lower

left-hand corner.

Definition 3. The deactivated area of a network is the rest of the

network which does not belong to the activated area.

If a network does not have an activated area (no faulty nodes

or regions), the whole network is deactivated. All nodes belonging

to the deactivated area are deactivated. Figure 2 depicts a net-

work with an activated area formed around a faulty node. In this

case, only the nodes wrapping the faulty node become activated.

The nodes belonging to the rest of the network do not change their

mode, that means that they remain deactivated.

The deactivated node routes a data packet firstly along the X-

dimension and then along the Y-dimension until the packet reaches

its final destination. If a packet, before reaching the final destina-

tion, reaches the activated area’s boundary, new rules of routing are

applied.

The activated nodes do not obey to the same set of rules as the

deactivated nodes. These rules are presented in the following:

odd node

even node

faulty node

activated area

activated node

Fig. 2. Example of an activated area

Procedure used to form activated area

repeat

scanning of entire network

if (there is faulty node or region)

wrap the faulty node or region with activated

nodes and update local routing tables

if (there is already an activated area)

merge the new activated area with the old one

and update routing tables

end if

else

keep all nodes deactivated

end if

end repeat

Fig. 3. Procedure used to form activated area

Rule 1. The activated odd node cannot route a packet from North

to East side and vice-versa.

Rule 2. The activated even node cannot route a packet from South

to West side and vice-versa.

Rule 3. All activated nodes by default cannot route a packet from

North to South and from East to West.

Rule 4. All activated nodes by default cannot route a packet from

South to North and from West to East.

The above presented rules are all applied by default in the acti-

vated area. Some rules may not be applied depending on positions

of faulty nodes or regions in activated area of the network. This is

especially applied for the rules 3 and 4. By placing a faulty node

next to an activated node, some circular waits that were feasible

before placing become not possible any more and thus it relaxes

certain routing rules. The rules below explain some of these situa-

tions:

Rule 5. If an activated even node at the position (x, y) is a faulty

node, the odd nodes at positions (x + 1, y) and (x, y + 1) do not

apply the rule 3.

N

S

EW

N

S

EW

not allowed 
allowed

activated even node activated odd node

Fig. 4. Prohibited turns and directions in activated nodes by de-

fault



Rule 6. If an activated odd node at the position (x, y) is a faulty

node, the activated even nodes at positions (x−1, y) and (x, y−1)
do not apply the rule 4.

Rule 7. If an activated even node at the position (x, y) has at the

positions (x−1, y+1),(x+1, y+1) or ((x, y+1) and (x−2, y))
a faulty node, it can route a packet from East to West.

Similarly, if an activated odd node at the position (x, y) has at the

positions (x−1, y−1),(x+1, y−1) or ((x, y−1) and (x+2, y+1))
a faulty node, it can route a packet from West to East.

Rule 8. If an activated even node at the position (x, y) has at the

positions (x+1, y+1),(x+1, y−1) or ((x+1, y) and (x+1, y+2))
a faulty node, it can route a packet from North to South.

Similarly, if an activated odd node at the position (x, y) has at the

positions (x−1, y+1),(x−1, y−1) or ((x−1, y) and (x, y−2))
a faulty node, it can route a packet from South to North.

The network is scanned regularly, as it is explained in Fig-

ure 3. If a new faulty node or region is detected, the activated

node’s routing tables are updated with the new information about

positions of new faulty nodes or regions. The information con-

tained in these routing tables help activated nodes to make routing

decisions. For example, the activated area with the minimal num-

ber of active nodes which form a sort of a ring around faulty nodes

does not route the packets the same way as the activated area hav-

ing more activated nodes. In the last case, the packet does not use

only the ring of activated nodes to get around the faulty nodes or

regions, it can use other activated nodes to route its packets.

3.2. Routing in a network using the MPA routing scheme

Routing in the network using the MPA routing algorithm is pre-

sented in Figure 5. When a message, before reaching its final des-

tination, reaches the activated area, its routing is modified from

the standard XY-routing. When a message comes from the X-

direction, it can leave the activated area either in the X-direction

from the opposite side of arrival or in the Y-direction from the acti-

vated node having the same X-dimension as its destination. When

a message comes from the Y-direction, it can leave the activated

area only in the Y-direction at the opposite side of arrival from the

activated node having the same X-dimension as its destination.

Routing in the activated area depends on the number of faulty

nodes or regions. In the case of the rectangular region (or a group

of faults forming a rectangular shape) the activated nodes form a

sort of a ring around the region and the routing in the activated area

is reduced to route along the formed ring.

Figure 6 depicts some situations of routing in a 8 × 8 network

using the MPA algorithm in the case of 3 faulty nodes. The formed

activated area in this case has a size of a 4 × 4 network which is

determined by the number of faulty nodes (in this case 3). Figure 6

illustrates some cases of the routing of messages arriving from the

X and Y direction. One of the particularities of the MPA routing

algorithm is that it allows routing of messages to all activated nodes

in the activated area, if they are not cut or completely enveloped by

faulty nodes or regions.

3.3. Deadlock freeness

Deadlock in wormhole routing is caused by packets waiting on

each other in a cycle. This happens in a network if the circular

Procedure: MPA Routing

/*Message mg is sent from source S to D; C is current

node; SW, SE, NW and NE are respectively south-west,

south-east, north-west and north-east corner of the activated

area; X(corner) and Y(corner) are X and Y dimension of a

corner; X(D) and Y(D) are X and Y dimension of a destina-

tion*/

if (C is deactivated node)

XY routing

else

Activated area routing

end if

/*Activated area routing*/

if (mg from X-direction )

if (D is in activated area)

route to the D following the rules

else

if (Y (D) > Y (NE) and

X(NW ) ≤ X(D) ≤ X(NE))
route to the (X(D),Y(NW)) and send the

mg to (X(D),Y(NW)+1);

else if (Y (D) < Y (SE) and

X(NW ) ≤ X(D) ≤ X(NE))
route to the (X(D),Y(SW)) and send the

mg to (X(D),Y(SW)+1);

else

route to the first activated node at

the opposite boundary of arrival and send

the mg to a X(NE+1) or X(NW-1)

deactivated node;

end if

else /* mg from Y-direction */

if (D is in activated area)

route to the D following the rules

else

route to the (X(D),Y(NW)) or (X(D),Y(SW)) and

send the mg to (X(D),Y(NW)+1);

end if end if

Fig. 5. MPA routing algorithm

waits occur. To avoid deadlock situations, these circular waits must

be prevented. In the MPA algorithm, the deadlock freeness is as-

sured by prohibiting certain turns at certain positions defined by

the rules 1-8. Figure 7 presents channel dependency graph of a

4 × 4 activated area. It can be seen that there are no circular waits

because the above presented rules prohibit enough turns to avoid

all deadlock situations.

Theorem 1. The MPA routing algorithm is deadlock free.

Proof: According to [20], the routing algorithm is deadlock

free if the corresponding channel dependency graph does not have

circular waits. Thus, we prove that the MPA routing algorithm is

deadlock free.



faulty node

activated area

activated node

odd node

source node

destination node

even node

Fig. 6. Routing in a network using MPA routing scheme in the

case of 3 faulty nodes

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

We evaluated the MPA routing algorithm by using simulation mod-

els. For this purpose we developed a NoC simulator in VHDL sup-

porting both regular as well as irregular mesh topologies.

The simulation model is a 10×10 NoC using wormhole as a

switching technique with a packet size of 10 flits. Every router has

two flit input and one flit output buffer. The minimal link delay

is three cycles/flit and the maximum link bandwidth is 1 flit/cycle

(1 packet/10 cycles). The average latency was used as a parameter

to study the performances of the NoC platform. Performance val-

ues were collected over 10,000 packets, after a warm-up session of

2,000 packets.

Simulation modules can generate random-traffic and matrix

transpose pattern. The random traffic pattern means that the simu-

lation modules send packets randomly to other simulation modules.

The matrix transpose pattern means that the (i, j) node sends to the

(n− i, n− j) node where n×n is the size of the network. The time

period between the sending time of two packets was uniformly dis-

tributed between 5 and 10 cycles.

We simulated two cases: the first one where the network does

not have faulty nodes or regions and the second one with 4 faulty

nodes in the middle of the network forming an activated area of

4×4. The simulation results for all cases are compared with a mes-

n7 n6 n5 n4

n3n2n1n0

n8 n9 n10 n11

n12n13n14n15

n4

n0 n n n3

n

1 2

15n n14 n13 n12

n8 n9 n10 n11

n n6 5 4n7

Fig. 7. Channel dependency graph of a 4 × 4 activated area with-

out faulty nodes

sage routing fault tolerant algorithm [21]. Figures 8 and 9 depict

the first simulation case without the faulty nodes under the uni-

formly distributed random traffic and matrix transpose pattern re-

spectively. These simulation results show that in the absence of

faulty nodes the MPA show better results than the message routing

algorithm.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for uniformly distributed random traffic

pattern in the no faulty node case
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Fig. 9. Simulation results for matrix transpose pattern in the no

faulty node case

Figures 10 and 11 depict the second simulation case with 4

faulty nodes under the same traffic patterns used for the first sim-

ulation case. These figures show that the average latencies for the

two algorithms are greater than in the first simulation case. These

results are logical and are due to the group of 4 faulty nodes placed

in the middle of the network. The maximal injection rate decreases

for two algorithms for two communication patterns, but it remains

greater for the MPA routing algorithm (about 15% for the random

traffic pattern compared to 12% for the message routing algorithm).
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Fig. 10. Simulation results for the uniformly distributed random

traffic pattern in the case of 4 faulty nodes
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Fig. 11. Simulation results for the matrix transpose pattern in the

case of 4 faulty nodes

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a new deadlock-free adaptive routing al-

gorithm for 2D mesh reconfigurable NoCs. The main originality

of this routing algorithm is that it allows both, routing of messages

in the networks incorporating the regions not necessarily rectan-

gular, and routing to all nodes which are not completely blocked

by faulty nodes. Our proposed algorithm allows routing of pack-

ets in the networks incorporating faulty nodes and regions. More

precisely, in the situations where on packets’ path faulty nodes or

regions placed statically or dynamically may encounter. We proved

the MPA’s deadlock freeness and its feasibility through the simula-

tion results. We showed the efficiency of our algorithm in terms of

performances in comparison with the message routing algorithm.

Moreover, the proposed algorithm does not use virtual channels

and thus it will allow a low area implementation. In order to pro-

vide an homogeneous traffic distribution over the networks and to

avoid congested links, an adaption of the proposed algorithm will

be considered in the future.
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